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Abstract  
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a heuristic solution for the static problem of 

resequencing unblocked vehicles as a part of an ongoing research project at Daimler AG. The 

target client of this project is Mercedes-Benz Cars. 

 

An unblocked vehicle is defined as a vehicle that for some reason could not be processed in 

its given time slot but at a later point in time needs to be inserted into the production 

sequence. Work overload is defined as work that the worker is unable to finish prior to 

reaching the station border. 

 

The resequencing problem can be described as finding new positions for a set of unblocked 

vehicles in a sequence of previously not blocked vehicles, such that the new sequence 

containing the previously not blocked vehicles and the additional unblocked vehicles causes 

as little work overload as possible. A decision has to be made in real-time, forcing the 

solution method to return a solution within a cycle time. 

 

Today, Mercedes-Benz Cars uses the sequencing approach “car sequencing”. This approach 

relies on so called spacing constraints, which basically means, trying to distribute work 

intensive vehicles as evenly as possible over the planning horizon and thereby enabling a 

hopefully smooth production. The car sequencing approach needs limited information. The 

difficulty is to find spacing constraints that fits the high level of product customization 

characterizing a modern car manufacturer. To overcome these difficulties, a new approach is 

being considered, namely the mixed-model sequencing, which takes more detailed data into 

account than the car sequencing approach but on the other hand is more costly in terms of 

computation. 

 

To this end, a simple but promising tabu search scheme was developed, that for many 

instances was able to find the optimal solution in less than 30 seconds of computing time and 

that also clearly outperformed all benchmark heuristics. 
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2. Building the 

Sequence

1. Order 

Selection

Orders

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Mercedes-Benz-Cars are in the process of reevaluating their methods of determining a 

solution to two fundamental production planning problems (see Fig. 1). The first of which is 

to choose which vehicles to produce on what day; this is called the order selection problem. 

The subsequent problem is how to sequence the vehicles within a planning period consisting 

of a single day of production, in such a fashion that the workload is as equally distributed as 

possible. The latter problem is the so called mixed-model assembly line sequencing problem; 

a highly relevant research problem with a multitude of solution proposals. Arising from the 

sequencing problem is the problem of resequencing vehicles. That is, reinserting vehicles that 

at one point, for various reasons have been taken out of the sequence (blocked) but now have 

to be reinserted. A simple rule-based approach has already been implemented, unfortunately 

leaving an undesired gap to what theoretically might be reached. A project has therefore been 

initiated to fully address this problem and finding a solution that hopefully will decrease the 

gap. This master’s thesis is a part of that ongoing project.  

Fig. 1. The two different planning stages (Daimler AG, 139).  
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1.2 Purpose  

The purpose of this master’s thesis is to find heuristic(s) for the static resequencing problem 

of unblocked vehicles at a mixed-model assembly line and benchmark these heuristic(s) 

against existing heuristics, implemented for this problem.  

1.2.1 Research Questions 

The master’s thesis shall address how the resequencing problem can be solved dynamically 

(real-time) and try to propose lower bounds for the dynamic as well as the static problem. 

Furthermore shall it address the simplifications that have to be made for the real-time problem 

in order to solve the static problem.  

1.2.2 Company Specific Data  

All company specific data are throughout this thesis due to company confidentiality policies 

excluded. The figures included in this thesis should therefore only be considered relatively. 
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2 Company Presentation 
Daimler AG, which is the parent company of Mercedes-Benz Cars, focuses its activities 

within five main areas of business. These include manufacturing and distribution of cars, 

vans, buses and trucks, but also financial services. The total revenue of Daimler in 2011 was 

€106.5 billion and how the revenue was divided between the different areas of business can 

be seen in Fig. 2 (Daimler AG 2011, p. 73). 

 

Fig. 2. The revenue divided between the different subdivisions (Daimler AG 2011, p. 73) 

2.1 Mercedes-Benz Cars 

A wide range of cars are being produced by the Mercedes-Benz Cars division, including 

“smart” cars, premium cars, and luxury cars. The main markets for Mercedes-Benz Cars are 

Western Europe (24 %), Germany (21%), United States(18%) and China (16%) (Daimler AG 

2011, p. 72). The three most important production sites in Germany are Sindelfingen, Bremen 

and Rastatt assembling the following models (Daimler, 2012b): 

Sindelfingen Rastatt Bremen 

Models: Models: Models: 

 C-Class 

 E-Class (Sedan and T-

Model) 

 S- Class 

 CL- Class 

 CLS- Class 

 Maybach 

 SLS AMG 

 B-Class F-Cell 

 A-Class 

 B-Class 

 C-Class (Sedan, Coupé and 

T-Model) 

 E-Klasse (Coupé and 

Cabrio) 

 SLK 

 SL 

 GLK 

Annual total production: Annual total production: Annual total production: 

484 014
*
 177 572

* 
313 026

* 

  

                                                 
*
 December 31 2011 
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3 Problem Description 
This chapter aims at giving the reader a clear description of the layout of a modern final 

assembly line in the automotive industry and relate it to the resequencing problem.   

3.1 Final Assembly Layout 

The final assembly consists of several lines ordered sequentially. Every line consists of 

several assembly areas where the length of the area is measured in seconds and is a multiple 

of the cycle time. The cycle time is defined as the fixed rate in which consecutive vehicles are 

being placed on the assembly line. Based on the cycle time it is possible to define the position 

and time when a vehicle is launched onto the assembly line. Let us assume that the initial time 

corresponds to the first cycle and that the first vehicle for that production period is launched 

in this cycle. In each following cycle, exactly one vehicle is launched, thus in cycle two the 

vehicle on position two is launched and so on. A specific cycle gives us the vehicle on the 

corresponding position that is being launched and the time as well (measured in cycles). 

An assembly area consists of up to six different stations physically located in one of the six 

lanes belonging to the assembly area as seen in Fig. 3. The station may be operated by one or 

several workers. If several workers operate the same station, their tasks are either performed 

in parallel or sequentially. Working parallel implies that they work on the same vehicle 

simultaneously and sequentially implies that the station spans over several cycle times and 

that they work on alternating vehicles.  

A number of job elements measured in seconds are assigned to each station. The amount of 

time needed for a job element can be vehicle independent, meaning that the job element is 

required for all vehicles. The job element can also be vehicle dependent, required only for 

those vehicles with a certain specific feature. The sum of all job elements attached to a station 

determines the overall processing time for a vehicle in that specific station.  
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Fig. 3. The assembly line layout (Daimler AG 2012, p. 15) 

 

The processing times for a given station vary among the vehicles, depending on how many 

optional features the vehicle has. For some vehicles the processing time can be greater than 

the cycle time, hence the vehicles will per definition not be completely processed as they 

leave the station border. This is in most cases not a problem as the worker often is allowed to 

drift into the next assembly area (see Fig. 4). The amount of time that the vehicle is allowed to 

drift into the next assembly area is station specific and called drift area. The stations are 

considered to be independent, i.e. drift in one station does not impede the work in the 

consecutive station. 

1 2 3

654

Assembly Area 1

1 2 3

654

1 2 3

654

Assembly Area 2 Assembly Area 3

Station Area Y Drift Area Y

Station Area X Drift Area X

Station X

Station Y

50% 

75% 

Lin
e

 1

 

Fig. 4. The station layout with station area and drift area for two different stations (Daimler AG 2012, p. 

16). 

 

The drift will affect all vehicles upstream and if the worker reaches the drift area border there 

will not be enough time to completely process the current vehicle resulting in so called work 
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overload. Work overload is defined as work that the worker is unable to finish prior to 

reaching the station area border. Under such circumstances a utility worker would 

preemptively step in and finish the current vehicle and the regular worker would instead start 

to work on the next vehicle as soon as it possible (see Fig. 5). In Fig. 5 two work intensive 

vehicles (red) are processed consecutively. If the second work intensive vehicle was to be 

processed by the regular worker, this would cause work overload. As this would force the line 

to a stop, a utility worker is instead employed who starts to process vehicle 2 as soon as the 

vehicle reaches the station’s left border. Since the utility worker completely processes vehicle 

2, the regular worker can start to work on vehicle 3 as soon as he has finished vehicle 1. 

There also exist stations, where due to e.g. equipment or space restrictions no utility worker 

may be used, these stations are called critical stations. In order to minimize the total number 

of utility worker deployments, the production order is of utterly importance. Any disorder to 

the sequence can have severe consequences on the performance of not only the utility worker 

deployments but also for the parts being delivered Just-In-Sequence that will now be partly 

unsynchronized.  

 

Fig. 5. An illustration showing how the utility worker preemptively takes over vehicle 2 and as a 

consequence the regular worker starts processing at the successive vehicle as soon as possible. 
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A frequent disorder of the sequence arises when a certain vehicle cannot be launched in its 

given cycle time. This can e.g. be caused by a part missing or by the fact that the coachwork 

for the vehicle is not yet available. The vehicle is thus blocked and cannot be processed until 

the problem has been solved. This causes the sequence to change and thereby also affecting 

the work overload. When the problem is solved for the blocked vehicle, the vehicle becomes 

unblocked and has to be reinserted in the sequence, preferably as soon as possible. The goal 

of the sequencing problem is primarily to minimize the number of critical station utility 

workers needed and thereafter the number of simultaneously needed utility workers. The 

resequencing problem aims instead at minimizing the total number of critical utility workers 

and the total number of utility workers needed for a certain time window (Daimler 2012, pp. 

13-21).  

3.2 The Static Resequencing Problem 

The static resequencing problem can be described as finding new positions for a set of 

unblocked vehicles in a sequence of not previously blocked vehicles, such that the new 

sequence containing the previously not blocked vehicles and the additional unblocked 

vehicles causes as little work overload as possible.  

3.3 Delimitations 

The delimitations of this master’s thesis are: 

 

 The vehicles will have deterministic processing times.  

 The unblocked vehicles considered for resequencing can only be inserted between the 

next n  60,20  vehicles in the sequence that are the next to enter the assembly line.  

 The heuristic(s) shall only be based on the static problem 

 Only heuristic(s) fast enough for real-time decisions (<30 s) are of interest.  

 The planed sequence order of vehicles may not be altered.  

 Since the mixed-model approach (see section 5.6.4.1) is chosen by Daimler AG to be 

evaluated, implementations in this thesis will be based on this approach.  
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4 Method 
This chapter aims at describing how the master´s thesis was planned and the method applied.   

4.1 Planning methodology 

Before starting the actual planning it was thought helpful to first gain insight in how the 

mixed-model assembly line sequencing problem and the subsequent resequencing problem 

currently were implemented by Mercedes-Benz Cars. To this means, a thorough study of the 

technical concepts was undertaken, after which it was possible to define the purpose and the 

delimitations of this master’s thesis and also to formulate a problem description.   

4.2 Theoretical Frame of Reference 

In order to correctly define the problem specific terminology two helpful surveys were used 

(Boysen et al. 2009; Boysen et al. 2012), which summarize the research contributions made to 

the sequencing problem and the resequencing problem respectively. With the help of these 

surveys it was possible to correctly define and classify the problem at hand and thereby 

making it possible to easier find the problem relevant research papers. After analysing the 

research literature it was decided to focus on implementing a tabu search metaheuristic, since 

it was seen as a promising heuristic approach, widely implemented in the sequencing research 

literature (Solnon et al., 2008). Several introductory papers were read to gain knowledge of 

the concepts and terminology of not only the tabu search but also other heuristics relevant to 

this thesis as the simulated annealing and the greedy algorithm.   

4.3 Mathematical modelling 

To gain an understanding on how the problem should be formalized, a mathematical 

representation of the problem was developed, with constraints and objectives according to the 

technical concepts provided by Daimler AG. Some simplifications of the model were made 

but otherwise it closely resembled the problem description provided by Daimler AG. As the 

problem size considered in the real life problem greatly exceeds those implemented in the 

research, it was deemed unnecessary to implement the problem in an optimization software.  

4.4 Data 

As this thesis was part of an ongoing research project, production data were readily available. 

The data correspond to actual production data, recently used by the production planning. It 

was therefore argued that the precision and reliability of the data were not needed to be 

analysed. It was consequently assumed that the data were reliable and representative for the 
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actual production data. As this master’s thesis was part of a project evaluating the mixed-

model sequencing approach, the production sequences provided by the production planning, 

based on the car sequencing approach and were needed to be resequenced in order to match 

the new objectives of the mixed-model sequencing approach. As the sequencing tool was 

already developed it was straightforward to obtain new sequences based on the mixed-model 

sequencing. 

4.5 Simple Tabu Search 

A simple tabu search heuristic, integrating many of the main concepts found in the literature 

was formulated and implemented in the programming language C#. The parameters were 

calibrated, calibrating one parameter at the time.  

4.6 Experimentation 

To validate and simultaneously benchmark the proposed heuristic with other already 

implemented heuristics, test scenarios were created that tried to mimic real-life blocking 

scenarios as far as possible. All data were deterministic but the tabu search made use of 

randomness which made the output change from one run to another. To accurately determine 

the test results, the test instances were both repeated and tested on different planning periods 

and assembly lines. The statistical computer program IBM SPSS were used when statistical 

testing was needed. To verify the results of the simple tabu search, it was integrated as a part 

of the dynamic real-time problem.  

4.7 Analysis   

The results were mostly compared with the results from the other benchmark heuristics and 

when possible to evaluate, also with the optimal solution obtained by a brute-force algorithm 

(see section 5.1). For larger instances a lower bound estimate was proposed as comparison 

when no optimal solution was possible to obtain. Robustness against varying problem sizes 

and parameter values and feasibility for the dynamic problem were also analysed.  
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5 Theoretical Frame of Reference 
This chapter aims at describing the sequencing and resequencing problem. It also aims at 

describing different problem solving methods of interest to the resequencing problem. 

5.1 Brute Force 

The most straightforward but at the same time usually also the most time consuming approach 

is to implement a brute force search to solve a specific optimization problem. Brute Force 

performs in its most basic form an exhaustive search of the complete search space, going 

through every possible solution without using any intelligent search strategy to guide its 

search. This can be as previously stated extremely time consuming and for harder problems, 

only small and limited instances can be solved this way. For instance, a rather small 

resequencing problem with 60 positions and four unblocked vehicles, running on eight cores, 

took several hours to compute. As the brute force search guarantees finding the optimal 

solution if it exists, this can be a preferable problem-solving technique for problems where 

even small errors cause major problems or as benchmarking the performance of different 

heuristics.   

5.2 Heuristic Optimization Methods  

Heuristics are an approach of problem-solving methods that most commonly are used to solve 

hard integer problems or combinatorial problems where no polynomial optimization methods 

are known (Rothlauf 2011, p. 85). Lundgren et al. (2003, p. 421) define heuristics as: 

“methods that generate good solutions within limited computational time, but with no 

guarantee of the solution quality”. Another definition provided by Rothlauf (2011, p. 85) 

defines heuristics as “Optimization methods that try to exploit problem-specific knowledge 

and for which we have no guarantee that they find the optimal solution”. Lundgren et al. 

(2003, pp 422-423) distinguish between the following four subcategories of heuristic 

optimization methods: 

1. Constructive heuristics or construction heuristics are usually used to find a feasible 

solution and start with an empty solution, from which they successively construct a 

complete and hopefully good solution.  

 

2. Local search algorithms aim at iteratively improve a solution through different types 

of so called transformations, i.e. swaps, shifts and other types modifications and 

thereby finding a local optimum.  
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3. Metaheuristics are an extension of the local search algorithms with strategies of 

escaping from the local minima and thereby increasing the probability of finding near 

optimal solutions. Examples of metaheuristics used in this paper are simulated 

annealing (see chapter 11) and tabu search (see chapter 8).   

 

4. Approximation algorithms provide solutions with a guaranteed bound on the quality 

of the returned solution. This subcategory of heuristics is mostly of theoretical interest. 

For realistic problems they often produce results with an inconvenient but known gap 

from the optimum.  

 

The three first heuristic subcategories are all implemented in this thesis and will in detail be 

discussed further. The real-time and practical nature of the problem makes further discussion 

of approximation algorithms unnecessary.  

5.3 Constructive Heuristics 

As previously mentioned, constructive heuristics build solutions from scratch by adding 

components iteratively, fixing others in order to preserve the feasibility of the solution, if 

possible (Lundgren et. al 2003, p. 424; Rothlauf 2011, p. 85). Once a feasible solution is 

obtained, thereby achieving their main goal, the constructive heuristics terminate and do not 

try to improve the solution further. Constructive heuristics are implemented in many of the 

classical optimization problems, as the travelling sales man problem, set-cover problem and 

the vehicle routing problem (Lundgren et. al 2003, pp. 350 – 359; Rothlauf 2011, pp. 86-87). 

The greedy search is an example of a constructive heuristic. The greedy search is extensively 

used throughout this thesis to obtain good initial solutions. Fig. 6 illustrates the greedy search 

heuristic used to find an initial solution to the car resequencing problem. In this example (also 

corresponding to how it actually was implemented) the heuristic iteratively adds an unblocked 

vehicle to the sequence, choosing the position where it causes the least additional utility work. 

The greedy search in this example first adds the unblocked vehicle with the earliest due date 

(vehicle 1), subject to the precedence order constraint, i.e. the precedence order of the not 

resequenced vehicles has to be preserved. After the insertion of the first vehicle, the next 

unblocked vehicle (vehicle 2) is inserted. The Greedy search in this example ends after two 

iterations when all unblocked vehicles have been inserted and a feasible solution is obtained.  
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Fig. 6. An example of a greedy heuristic implemented for the resequencing problem. 

 

5.4 Local Search Algorithms 

Local search algorithms or improvement heuristics are heuristics that start with a complete 

solution and try to systematically change the input solution until a local optimum is found. If a 

better solution is obtained the heuristics move to the new solution and the procedure is 

repeated. If no other solutions in the neighbourhood (i.e. solutions in a metric search space 

that in some sense are close to the current solution) improve the objective function, the 

heuristic terminates and a local optimum has been reached (Lundgren et al. 2003, p. 438; 

Rothlauf 2011, p. 86). Fig. 7 illustrates a general local search algorithm for the car 

resequencing problem. The local search algorithm starts with the initial solution provided by 

the greedy search in Fig. 6. The neighbourhood is defined as all solutions reached by moving 

a vehicle in a window of 7 positions with the starting position of cycle 5. The local search 

algorithm in this example is able to improve the solution in the first iteration by moving 

vehicle 1 but is unable to achieve further improvement by moving vehicle 2 and thus 

terminates, resulting in an improvement of one less needed deployment of a utility worker.  

2 1

5 6 7 8 9 10

U=25 5 U=24 6 U=24 7 U=22 8 U=23 9 U=24 10 U=25

U=27 5 U=28 6 U=26 7 U=27 1 U=28 8 U=26 9 U=25 10 U=27

Current sequence window

2

1

Unblocked Vehicles sorted by due dates

Current cycle
Utility work = U=20
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Fig. 7. An example of a local search algorithm for the resequencing problem.  

5.5 Metaheuristics 

Since the local search algorithms generate solutions that are local minima (given a 

minimization problem) but without any guaranteed bound on the quality of the returned 

solutions, they might actually be arbitrary bad solutions (Lundgren et al. 2003; p. 442). To 

circumvent this problem, extended variants of the local search algorithms have been 

developed. This major subfield of heuristic optimization methods are most often called 

metaheuristics. Some authors find the name metaheuristics misguiding and propose 

alternative names as “modern heuristics” (Rothlauf 2011, p. 91) or “black box optimization” 

(Sean 2009, p. 7). Nevertheless, given the common use of metaheuristics it will be continued 

to be used throughout this thesis to describe this subfield of heuristics. The term metaheuristic 

was originally coined by Fred Glover as a description for the tabu search (TS). Glover argued 

that TS should not be seen as a proper heuristic but rather as providing general guidelines for 

5 6 7 1 8 9 2 10

U=27 5 U=28 6 U=27 7 8 U=26 9 U=26 2 U=24 10 U=27

U=25 5 U=26 6 U=27 7 U=24 8 U=27 9 1 U=25 10 U=26

5 6 7 8 9 2 1 10

Sequence during iteration 1. Improvement found by inserting vehicle 1 after vehicle 2

Sequence after greedy search with inserted unblocked vehicles

Utility work = U=25

1

2

Sequence after local search with 2 iterations

Utility work =24

Sequence during iteration 2. No improvement found, local search terminates
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the specific developed heuristic for the inner problem, and thus the naming meta-heuristic 

(Gendreau 2003, p. 41). 

Rothlauf (2009, p. 92) defines a metaheuristic as an extended local search algorithm that  

1. can be applied to a wide range of different problems (they are general-purpose 

methods) and 

2. uses during search both intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration) 

mechanisms. 

The metaheuristics alternate between these two phases, trying to find a high quality local 

solution in the intensification phase through exploration and exploring promising new areas of 

the search space in the diversification phase. Many metaheuristics draw their inspiration from 

fields outside of operation research, as nature (evolutionary algorithms, TS), societies (ant 

colony optimization) and physics (simulated annealing) (Rothlauf 2011, p. 92). Further 

Rothlauf (2011, p. 94) proposes a categorization scheme for the metaheuristics with the 

following five main design elements:  

 

1. Representation: The representation of solutions should also allow representation of 

the optimal solution and should allow transformations to be applied on the solution.  

2. Transformation operator(s): Transformation operator(s) are applied to generate new 

solutions. 

3. Fitness function: A fitness function is needed in order to compare different solutions. 

It may differ from the objective function. This is possible as long as it still can 

distinguish low quality solutions from high quality solutions although most often the 

fitness function corresponds to the actual objective function.   

4. Initial solution(s): Initial solution(s) might be generated from either constructive 

heuristics, local search algorithms or might be generated randomly. 

5. Search strategy: A search strategy defines how the heuristic implements its 

intensification and diversification mechanisms.  

5.5.1 Simulated Annealing 

When Simulated Annealing (SA) was first described by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) in their 

paper it was seen by the research community as an indication of the existence of promising 

alternative ways of solving hard continuous as well as combinatorial problems (Gendreau 

2003, p.40). SA led the way for the creation of other heuristics as TS and Ant Systems that 

together with SA remain widely popular today (Gendreau 2003, p.40).   
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SA draws its inspiration from the world of physics, where annealing denotes a heat treatment 

of materials wherein the materials are heated up and thereafter slowly cooled. This process 

allows the atoms to form into a tight lattice with a minimum energy configuration (Rothlauf 

2011, p. 94). By analogy with the annealing process, SA attempts through iterative steps, to 

replace solution 
)(kx  with solution x̂  from the neighborhood of 

)(kx . The neighborhood of 

)(kx  is created through applying one of a predefined number of transformations on 
)(kx . The 

new solution x̂  will replace 
)(kx  if x̂  has a better fitness value than 

)(kx  or else with the 

probability P(t): 

tetP




)( , 
(1) 

where  is the difference of fitness between the two solutions and t is the 

often called temperature that decreases with time, making it harder for a solution x̂  to replace 

)(kx  (Lundgren et al. 2003, p. 448; Rothlauf 2011, p. 95). At the start of the SA search, t is set 

high, making it easy to accept x̂ . As the SA is reaching the end of the search, t approaches 

zero, at which point only better solutions are accepted as replacement for
)(kx  (see Fig. 8). 

How t is reduced depends on the so called cooling schedule. It has been proven that if t is 

reduced “very slowly” (given infinite computing time) the SA returns the optimal solution 

(Gendreau 2003, p.40).  

 

Fig. 8. The SA search gradually changes focus from diversification towards intensification (Rothlauf 2011, 

p. 95). 

 

Finding the optimal solution given infinite computing time is however also impractical in 

other ways as the number of steps needed for SA to return the optimal solution often exceeds 

the size of the search space (Rothlauf 2011, p. 96).  A commonly employed cooling schedule 

is setting t at time i+1 as ii
tct 

1 , where c normally is set as  999.0,9.0c . A simple 

)()ˆ( )(kxcxc 
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description taken from Lundgren et al. (2003, p. 448) of a SA heuristic is outlined below for a 

minimization problem.   

 

5.5.2 Tabu Search  

TS is another popular modern metaheuristic that was first proposed by Fred Glover in 1986 as 

an approach of escaping local optimality (Gendreau 2003, p. 40).  TS is based on the local 

search algorithms but whenever it encounters a local optimum it allows non-improving moves 

to escape from it. As revisiting old moves can result in cycling, TS exploits its use of 

memories, i.e. tabu lists, to prevent cycling from occurring (Gendreau 2003, p. 40). TS is used 

for a wide range of different optimization problems (see Appendix 1 for a detailed list). TS is 

represented by its search space and neighbourhood. The search space basically consists of all 

possible solutions that can be reached during a search. Although it often is fairly 

straightforward how to define the search space, this might not always be the case. For a mixed 

integer problem the combination of both continuous and integer variables makes a definition 

harder as it offers many possibilities. The number of possibilities of representing a 

neighbourhood usually far exceeds the possible number of search space definitions (Gendreau 

2003, p.43). The neighbourhood depends on the types of transformation operations employed. 

For the sequencing problem using a swap transformation operator, i.e. considering all possible 

swaps between two vehicles, makes is possible to reach a certain limited number of solutions.  

5.5.2.1 Tabus 

One of the distinctive features of TS is its use of tabu lists. This feature allows the TS to 

escape local optima, where otherwise the local search would have most likely been unable to 

escape from. It also serves an additional function by making it possible to explore other 

Set t:=ct 

Set k:=k+1 

While k<L do 

Find initial solution 
)0(x  .  

Set k=0. 

Randomly select neighbour solution )(ˆ )(kxNx  

Let )()ˆ( )(kxcxc   

If 0  then 

xx k ˆ)( 
Else if 0  and random(0,1) ≤ P(t) then 

xx k ˆ)( 
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previously not visited regions of the search space. Declaring that something is tabu means 

simply that for some number of iterations, called a tabu tenure, some move is prohibited. For 

the resequencing problem a specific solution (sequence) can be made tabu, with the positions 

of all the unblocked vehicles recorded. For many problems saving all visited solutions during 

the whole duration of the TS can prove to be too costly, and also not necessary. Instead setting 

the most recent performed transformations tabu might in most cases prove to be more 

efficient and enough to escape cycling (Gendreau 2003, p.43).  

It also might be a good decision to keep multiple tabu lists, representing recordings from 

different types of transformations separately, since as already mentioned, different 

transformations most often represent different neighbourhood structures. Most often the tabu 

lists are implemented as circular lists, where the oldest are removed when the maximum 

fixed-length of the list is reached. It has been notated that a fixed-length tabu list might not 

always prevent cycling. Proposed alternatives to a fixed-length tabu list are lists of varying 

length, or varying the length of the tabu tenure for each move separately (Gendreau 2003, p. 

44).  

A basic description of a TS for a minimization problem is outlined below (Lundgren et al. 

2003, p.444). )( )(kxN  is the non-tabu neighbourhood of 
)(kx  and )( )(kxc  is the associated 

objective function or fitness function value for that specific solution. Note that it is possible 

that )()( )1()(  kk xcxc . 

 

While Stopping Criteria not met do 

Find initial solution 
)0(x   

Set k=0 

Set k=k+1 

Find )(ˆ)ˆ()(:)( )()1()()1( kkkk xNxxcxcxNx      
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Fig. 9. An example of the need of implementing an aspiration criteria  

5.5.2.2 Aspiration Criteria 

Instead of recording the whole solutions in the tabu list, only some information is usually 

stored. This can make the TS sometimes too restrictive as can be seen in the example in Fig. 

9, illustrating an example with a sequence consisting of 13 vehicles with the resequenced 

vehicles 2, 4, 7, 11 and 13. In iteration n+1, the swap between vehicle 7 and 11 is tabu and 

Vehicle 2 is moved to position 3, making the reverse move tabu. In n+2, vehicle 7 swaps 

position with vehicle 4, making this swap tabu.  By this time it should be obvious that there is 

no real danger of cycling if vehicle 7 is swapped with 11. Considering the swap of vehicle 7 

and 11 tabu consequently puts restrictions on the possible exploration of parts of the search 

space. At this point it should therefore be safe to remove them from the tabu list. Even in 

iteration n+2, moving vehicle 2 might have changed the neighbourhood sufficiently for the 

tabu of swap 7 and 11 to be removed. This is why it might be necessary to introduce so called 

aspiration criteria, which in its simplest form means accepting a tabu transformation as long 

as the transformation improves the overall objective function value (Gendreau 2003, p. 44).  

The basic outline of a TS found on the previous page can easily be extended to also consider 

an aspiration criteria by modifying )( )(kxN  to )(
~ )(kxN , which represents the non-tabu or 

allowed by aspiration neighbourhood of solution 
)(kx .  

5.5.2.3 Intensification 

As in Rothlauf’s (2009, p. 92) definition of metaheuristics, TS also makes use of both 

intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration) phases. The intensification 

phase consists of exploring “promising” areas of the search space more carefully. The 

Iteration Tabu List Swaps Tabu List Moves

n+1 (7,11)

n+2 (7,11) (2 to pos. 2)

n+3 (4,7), (2 to pos. 2)

(7,11) (13 to pos 13)

Iteration

n+1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

n+2 1 3 2 4 5 6 9 8 9 10 1 12 13

n+3 1 3 2 4 5 6 4 8 9 10 1 12 13

7 11

Tabu

7 11

Tabu

Tabu

move 2 to position 3

3 2 7 11

Tabu Swap 4 & 7
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intensification phase could be based on recency (short term) memory, i.e. the TS records what 

good solutions visited so far have in common and at some stage of the TS, the search is 

restricted to a neighbourhood favouring solutions with common properties found amongst the 

good solutions, thus intensifying the search in this new neighbourhood (Gendreau 2003, p. 46, 

Glover et al. 1993). An example taken from the resequencing problem is presented in Fig. 10.  

 
Fig. 10. An example of the intensification mechanism. 

In this example, for each unblocked vehicle the frequency of occupying a position for the last 

n iterations is used in the intensification phase to determine what vehicles should be allowed 

to be moved, and which that should have their positions frozen. Vehicle 2 and 11 has 

occupied position 3 and 11 respectively, for more than 70 % of the last n iterations. For this 

intensification phase a frequency of greater than 50 % indicates that this vehicle should be 

frozen during the duration of the intensification phase. The vehicles 7, 4 and 13 are all 

allowed to be moved and better positions for vehicle 4 and 13 were found, improving the 

overall objective function.  

5.5.2.4 Diversification  

The problem with metaheuristics based on local search algorithms is that even though they 

deliver good solutions and use schemes for not getting stuck in local minima, they still tend to 

explore rather restricted regions of the search space (Gendreau 2003, p. 46). To 

counterbalance this problem and also the impact of the intensification phase, a diversification 

phase can be used (Glover et al. 1993). This allows the TS to alternate between promising 

regions, explored in the intensification phase and regions that have seldom been visited in the 

diversification phase.  This can be achieved by penalizing solutions in the fitness function that 

1 3 2 7 5 6 4 8 9 10 11 12 13

>50 % >50 %

1 3 2 7 5 6 4 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 3 2 7 5 6 8 9 4 10 11 13 12

3 2

 Sequence before Intensification Phase

Start of Intensification Phase

 Sequence after Intensification Phase

Intensification Phase
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are “too similar” to solutions previously visited (Gendreau 2003, pp. 46-47; Glover et al. 

1993). 

5.5.2.5 Further TS topics 

There exists a multitude of other refinement possibilities for TS such as allowing infeasible 

solutions, adding surrogate and auxiliary objectives (corresponding to the fitness function 

described in the categorization scheme by Rothlauf) and using neighbourhood decomposition 

strategies (Gendreau 2003, pp. 47-48; Glover et al. 1993). These types of refinements are of 

great importance for many types of problems as the travelling salesman problem, vehicle 

routing problem, machine scheduling etc. but are found to be of less importance for the 

specific resequencing problem, foremost due to the limited computing time and readily 

available feasible solutions etc. and they will thus not be discussed in any detail.    

5.6 The Sequencing problem 

The resequencing problem is closely linked to the Sequencing problem and to explain what 

changes that have been made by Daimler AG on their sequencing approach, some notations 

and terminology of the Sequencing problem first need to be explained. The problem of 

sequencing vehicles follows the definition of Boysen et al. (2009). The steady increased 

demand of deeper product customization has made it more challenging for the assembly 

plants to fulfil customer demand. Table 1 shows Pil and Holweg’s (2004) estimations of all 

feasible variations possible for the key producers’ two bestselling products or models on the 

European market. The two premium car producers Mercedes-Benz Cars and BMW 

demonstrate the highest number of variations possible, with Mercedes-Benz Cars offering the 

most mass customization. However, the number of assembly lines is usually very limited, 

forcing different variations to be produced on the same assembly line, Boysen et al. (2009) 

call this a mixed-model assembly line. It should be noticed that the difference between certain 

variants might of course be negligible in terms of processing times, but even small differences 

can lead to significant difficulties for different parts of the production.  
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Table 1.The level of variety for the key automotive manufacturers in Europe (Pil and Holweg, 2004). 

5.6.1 Mixed-Model Assembly Line 

The utilization of so called mixed-model assembly lines enables intermixed production with 

lot sizes of one. The different variants should not be seen as separate products but rather as a 

customization of a base product (Boysen et al., 2009). A short-term problem of sequencing 

these products arises from the varying processing times of the products produced on the 

mixed-model assembly lines and the deviating material requirements. This gives rise to the 

work overload and Just-In-Time objectives, the two most central objectives for the sequencing 

problem according to Boysen et al. (2009). 

5.6.2 Work Overload Objectives 

The aim is to minimize the work overload which occurs when work intensive vehicles are 

being sequenced with insufficient space between them, meaning that the number of vehicles 

with processing times less than the cycle time is not sufficient to compensate for those work 

intensive vehicles. This leads to the necessity of using utility workers to compensate for those 

vehicles (see Fig. 11).     
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Fig. 11.  A representation of how drift accumulates over time when multiple work intensive vehicles (red) 

are sequenced in succession and how it finally with the processing of the third work intensive vehicle (3) 

results in the deployment of an utility worker.  

5.6.3 Just-In-Time Objectives 

When Just-in-time is implemented it is assumed that the material and part demand rates are 

steady over time. Hence, the objective of the Just-In-Time sequencing is to realize a sequence 

with a steady part and material demand. If the demand and material rate are not stable larger 

safety stocks has to be maintained to compensate and thus making a Just-In-Time objective 

redundant (Boysen et al., 2009). 

5.6.4  Sequencing Approaches 

The two above mentioned objectives are implemented in the literature by three different 

sequencing approaches: mixed-model sequencing, car sequencing and level scheduling.  

5.6.4.1 Mixed-Model Sequencing 

Mixed-model sequencing is based on detailed information of the vehicle’s processing times 

and information of the stations´ characteristics (Boysen et al., 2009). This thesis is based on 

the mixed-model sequencing approach, as it was found to be a promising approach by 

Daimler AG. The extensive data needed for the mixed-model approach is further described in 

chapter 6. 
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5.6.4.2 Car sequencing 

Car sequencing tries to avoid the large amount of data needed for the mixed-model 

sequencing and instead relies on spacing constraints (rules) of the type oo NH : meaning that 

among oN  vehicles at most oH vehicles with the option o are allowed. Achieving a sequence 

where all spacing constraints are fulfilled would result in a sequence without work overload 

(Boysen et al., 2009). 

An example, with the parameter definitions taken from Lesert et al. (2011), will illustrate how 

space constraints can be calculated. This example consists of a single station, six vehicles, of 

which two have the option Sunroof. The cycle time is normalized to 1. The vehicles without 

the option have a processing time of 0.8 cycle times, and those with the option have a 

processing time of 1.2 cycle times.  The station has a length of one cycle time and the allowed 

drift area consists of 0.3 cycle times. The parameters based on Lesert et al. (2011) worst case 

scenario are defined as follows: supT  is defined as the maximum of all processing times 

greater than the cycle time. This processing time is given to all vehicles with greater 

processing time than the cycle time and in our example it would be supT =1.2 cycle times.  

infT is defined as the maximum of all processing times smaller than the cycle time. This 

processing time is given to all vehicles with smaller processing time than the cycle time and 

for our example is equal to infT =0.8. maxR is defined as the maximum accumulated drift 

allowed before a utility worker has to be deployed. supR  is defined as the drift caused by a 

vehicle with processing time of supT  and infR is the reduction of drift obtained by a vehicle 

with processing time of infT .  In this example the parameters are calculated as in equation (2), 

where (max-min) is the length of the station including the drift area. 

2.08.01infinf  TTR cycle ,   

2.012.1supsup  cycleTTR ,  (2) 

3.01)03.01()(max  cycleTMinMaxR     

sunroof
H  can now be calculated as: 

1
2.0

3.0

sup

max 
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And sunroofN  as: 

2
2.0

2.01
1

inf

sup








 








 


R

RH
HN

sunroof

sunroofsunroof  
  

(4) 

 

The spacing constraint is therefore for option “sunroof”: 1:2 and with the interpretation that 

among any two consecutive vehicles, at most one may have the option “sunroof”. Not 

fulfilling this constraint would result in utility work. Lesert et al. (2011) provide further rules 

for how to calculate spacing constraints for more realistic applications. This approach is 

currently used by Daimler AG for both the sequencing and the resequencing problem. 

5.6.4.3 Level Scheduling 

Level scheduling is the sequencing approach closely associated with the Just-In-Time 

objective. It aims at levelling the rate of consumption for the materials and parts. To achieve 

the level scheduling approach, each material is given a theoretical rate of consumption. The 

rate of consumption is based on the overall demand of the material, averaged over the 

duration of the planning period. Boysen et al. (2009) provide an example of how to calculate 

the rate of consumption, by introducing the set P of p of parts, Pp  and the set M of 

vehicles m, Mm . Each vehicle m has a specified need of part p according to the parameter

mpa . The total demand of vehicle model m is determined by md  and the number of cycles in 

the sequence is equal to T. The rate of consumption for part p is calculated as in (5). 

T

da

r Mm

mmp

p






  

 

Pp  

 

(5) 

The associated objective function for the level scheduling can be expressed in many ways, 

one mathematical representation is (6). Here the sum of square distances between the  

theoretical rate of consumption (rp) and the actual rate of consumption (ymt) for material m 

(Boysen et al., 2009). 

5.7 Classifying the Model 

Boysen et al. (2009) have introduced a scheme of classifying mixed-model sequencing 

models which will be used to classify the problem described in this thesis. The station 

characteristics are represented by different attributes all associated with the Greek letter of α 

and with the subscript 1 to 6. The assembly line characteristics are associated with the Greek 
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letter of β with the subscript 1 to 5 representing five different attributes and the objective 

characteristic is associated with the Greek letter of γ.   

5.7.1 Station Characteristics 

 

Station Borders 

A work station can be either closed or open. A closed station implies that the worker must 

finish his work inside of the station and that no drift is allowed. An open station on the other 

hand implies that work may be started and/or finished on both sides of the station. It is further 

possible to classify an open station as either open-to-the left, open-to-the right, or both, simply 

implying that the work may be started before entering the station (open-to-the left), or 

finished after leaving the station (open-to-the right), or both combined. The area outside of the 

station is normally limited by e.g. technical restrictions of the equipment used.   

 

Reaction on imminent Work Overload 

This section describes how the worker handles imminent work overload, and how it affects 

the next station. The default case assumes that the work overload in one station does not affect 

the starting position of the worker in the next station. This is the case when the work overload 

is being handled by a utility worker that helps finishing the work before the vehicle leaves the 

station. Work overload can also be handled by taking the vehicle off the transportation system 

or as is common in Japan, the whole line is stopped before the vehicle reaches the end of the 

station area. Work overload can also be handled by expanding the length of the stations 

border (Boysen et al., 2009). 
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Processing Time  

The processing time can either be modelled as being stochastic or deterministic. If the 

processing times varies strongly it can be necessary to model them as being stochastic, 

following a known (unknown or partially known) distribution function. Otherwise it might be 

enough to model the processing times as being deterministic.   

 

Concurrent Work 

Concurrent work states whether the worker in the successive station is allowed to start 

working before the worker in the preceding station is finished.  

 

Setups   

A certain setup time with an associated cost might be needed between two succeeding 

vehicles.  

 

Parallel Stations   

If there exist some tasks that require considerably longer processing times than the other 

tasks, adopting the cycle time to such tasks would induce idle time in other stations. Two 

ways of circumventing this problem are to either introduce p physically parallel stations that 

are being fed with every p-th vehicle or to let the station last for p number of cycle times and 

letting a team consisting of p workers, process the p different vehicles that at one point are 

located inside the stations borders.  

5.7.2 Assembly Line Characteristics 

 

Number of Stations 

A real life assembly line consists of hundreds of stations, however, for research purposes even 

a single station might provide enough insight (Boysen et al., 2009).  

 

Homogeneity of Stations  

A common feature of many sequencing approaches is the assumption that all stations have 

similar characteristics, i.e. all are closed or all opened stations although in reality the assembly 

line may consist of a mixture of different station characteristics.  

 

Launching Discipline 

The intervals between two consecutive vehicles is in most cases fixed to equalling the cycle 

time but might also dynamically change to avoid work overload or idle time.   
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Return Velocity 

After processing a vehicle the worker needs to return to his starting position to enable 

processing of the next vehicle. This movement naturally lasts for a certain amount of time but 

if the speed of the worker is considerably faster than the movement of the conveyor belt then 

this time can be seen as negligible and simply set to zero. However there might exist 

situations where the vehicles have such strongly divergent processing times that this 

assumption will no longer hold (Boysen et al., 2009). 

 

Line Layout 

A line can adopt a number of different layout configurations. The most frequent found in the 

literature are that the stations are laid out in a serial manner, or as a U-shaped line layout or 

more feeder lines converging into one main line.  

 

Objective Function 

Several different objectives are proposed for the sequencing problem. Examples of common 

objectives are minimizing the total work overload, which aims at minimizing the time (or 

space) of the accumulated work overload that arises, when no utility worker or such are used 

to compensate for the increasing work overload. Another frequent objective is to minimize the 

idle time, which is the time when machines or workers remain unused.  

5.7.3 Classification of the Mercedes-Benz Cars mixed-model sequencing 
model 

With the classification scheme outlined above we can now classify the Mercedes-Benz Cars 

mixed-model sequencing model. 

 

Assembly Line Characteristics of the Mercedes-Benz Cars Mixed-Model Sequencing 

Model 

The station borders are classified as being open-to-the right with the notation rightopen
1

 , 

meaning that the worker is allowed to drift into the next assembly area but not to start 

working in the previous assembly area. The reaction on imminent work overload is classified 

as being default, implying that the work overload is being handled by a utility worker and has 

the following notation  2 . The processing times are assumed to be deterministic for our 

problem, and thus associated with the default notation of  3 . Concurrent work is not 

considered since the stations are assumed to be independent and has the notation  4  

according to Boysen’s et al. (2009) classification scheme. The setup time is not considered in 

this problem, neither is the associated cost leading this to be the default configuration with the 
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notation of  5 . Parallel stations are considered in our problem and are physically ordered 

in a chronological manner with the corresponding notation of chr

6 par . 

 

Station Characteristics of the Mercedes-Benz Cars Mixed-Model Sequencing Model 

In our problem the number of stations is not restricted and corresponds to the real-life 

assembly line of Mercedes-Benz Cars. However, in all tests the number of stations is fixed to 

a positive integer value and thus the notation n
1

 . The assembly line considered in our 

problem is heterogeneous with some stations being closed and others opened. The notation is 

therefore div2 . The launching rate is assumed to be fixed and corresponding to the given 

cycle time, with the default notation  3 . The workers return velocity is considered in this 

problem to be infinite and corresponds to the default notation of  4 . The stations in our 

problem are arranged in a serial manner and has the default notation of  5 . Our objective 

does not fall under any of the two already mentioned objectives (although it has much in 

common with the work overload objective) or any of the other mentioned by Boysen et al. 

(2009). We therefore propose the new objective nos , standing for the minimizing of the 

number of work overload situations for a given sequence, also used by Boysen et al (2011).   

5.8 The Resequencing Problem 

The resequencing problem as such is known from many other fields than the car resequencing 

problem and Boysen et al. (2012, p. 595) give a broad definition of the resequencing problem:  

“In general, resequencing covers a rearrangement of a given sequence of objects according 

to some restrictions with regard to permutation feasibility, so that some objective function is 

optimized”. For our problem, the permutation feasibility implies the preservation of the 

precedence relations of the original sequence and the objective function being the 

minimization of the number of critical and normal utility work overloads. 

 

Classification of the Mercedes-Benz Cars Resequencing Problem 

Boysen et al. (2012) provide a framework for classifying the resequencing problem. In 

accordance to this framework the problem considered in this thesis is classified and marked 

with red in Fig. 12.  

The considered problem falls into the category of physical resequencing since it involves 

rearranging vehicles in an automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS) with random 

access although the customer orders have not yet been assigned to a specific car body. With 
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virtual resequencing on the other hand, the sequence remains intact only the customer orders 

are resequenced considering restrictions limiting the number of other similar vehicles a 

specific customer order can be assigned to. The right notation is therefore AS/RS.  

 

 

The resequencing is triggered by part shortages or other unpredicted perturbations and is 

therefore classified as reactive resequencing with the notation of re. If the resequencing 

involves rearranging vehicles between different departments, e.g. between the paint shop and 

final assembly, the resequencing can be seen as being proactive instead of reactive. Although 

the overall problem considered in this thesis is dynamic and the decisions have to be made in 

real-time (online), the problem is broken down to a series of static problems in a rolling 

planning horizon and is thus classified as static with the notation op:stat. The resequencing 

objective function is based on mixed-model sequencing (see section 5.1.4) with the notation: 

mix. The solution approaches applied in this thesis are exact (brute-force) and heuristic (TS) 

corresponding to the notation of heu+ex. 

  

Fig. 12. The classifying scheme for the car resequencing problem (Boysen, Scholl and Wopperer, 2012). 
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5.9 Complete Model Classification Notation  

With the help of the two categorization schemes provided by Boysen et al. (2009) and Boysen 

et al. (2012) it is now possible to completely define the problem presented by Mercedes-Benz 

Cars. Note that the combination of the sequencing and resequencing problem classification is 

not mentioned in the literature but as they are closely linked they are in this thesis considered 

together and with the following complete configuration:  

 

 
 

5.10  Search Space 

The problem demonstrates an interesting feature: the objective function can for a given 

sequence and for every station separately be evaluated and subsequently summarized for all 

stations. That means that the problem can be separated into blocks of permutations and solved 

through a brute-force algorithm for the optimal solution simultaneously. Using multi-

threading on an eight core computer would thus speed up the computing time eight fold 

(which has also successfully been implemented).  

The number of permutations for a certain configuration is given by formula (7) where n is the 

number of positions in the interval and where m represents the unblocked vehicles that are 

allowed to be resequenced. 

 
)!(

!

n

mn 
 

(7) 

Table 2 gives the number of permutations given n=20 positions and and the first column 

indicate the number of vehicles.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 2. The number of permutations for a sequence consisting of 20 vehicles and an additional m vehicles 

that has to be reinserted into this sequence. 

m Number of permutations 

2 462 

3 10626 

4 255024 

5 6375600 

6 165765600 

7 4475671200 

 exheumixstatopRSASrenosdivnparopenright ,,:,/, |,|; |chr
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6 Data 
The data used in this thesis are actual production data collected from Mercedes-Benz Cars. As 

the data is still based on the car sequencing approach, the orders scheduled for a certain day 

has to be sequenced with the new sequencing algorithm for the new mixed-model approach. 

The data described in this chapter corresponds to the data used for the validation and different 

data set was used for the calibration taken from a different assembly line. These two data sets 

have in principle however the same structure and differs mainly in terms of complexity from 

each other only with respect to the number of stations. There is therefore no need to describe 

the calibration data set separately as the validation data set is undoubtedly seen as the most 

important. All company specific data are due to company confidentiality policies removed 

from the figures. The data presented in the figures should therefore only be considered 

relatively.  

The data can be divided into two main categories; the vehicle data and the station data. 

6.1 Vehicle Data 

The data describing the vehicles (orders) contains the most important information describing 

any specific vehicle with a unique production-number, due date, type of coating, country of 

consumer, type of motor and so on. The basic information used for both the static and 

dynamic resequencing problem is the utility matrix that consists of so called utility vectors, 

one for each vehicle, containing the processing times for all stations. The sample of 100 

vehicles, shown in Fig. 13 can be seen as an indication of the high complexity described in 

section 3.1. Different sums of processing times indicate that the orders are somehow 

differently customized.  Some order configurations can be seen to repeat themselves, e.g. 

orders 3, 12, 18 and 44. These could represent fleet cars, ordered by a government or 

business. For the dynamic problem the utility vector for each vehicle has to be complemented 

with its due date, i.e. when they are originally scheduled to be finished processed. Further 

information, describing the configuration of the vehicle can be used to simulate blocking of 

vehicles with certain characteristics.  
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Fig. 13. The total sum of all processing times for each vehicle in a sample of 100 vehicles. 

6.2 Station Data 

A station is described by an identification-number and information about its locality, meaning 

on which line, which assembly area, and inside this assembly area on which lane (1-6) it is 

located. The station data also contains information about the capacity measured in number of 

workers and what kind of work is being carried out in this station and what the station’s 

specific cycle time is. An important information for the sequencing and resequencing problem 

is how ( measured in cycle times) far the worker is allowed to drift into the next station, 

corresponding to the length of the drift area (see Fig. 4) and whether it is at all feasible to use 

a utility worker to avoid crossing the drift border or not. For a number of stations the use of 

utility workers is forbidden. These are the critical stations already described in chapter 3.  

Fig. 14 shows how the number of vehicles and number of considered stations fluctuates over 

ten consecutive production days used for the validation. The number of vehicles has the 

greatest variance but this has no real effect on the static resequencing problem since the 

problem is restricted to a time window only a fraction of the whole planning sequence. For the 

sequencing problem the number of vehicles has a strong effect on the search space. The 

number of stations does not increase the search space but strongly affects the computational 

time of evaluation thus affecting both the sequencing and the resequencing problem equally. 

As can be seen from table 2, the number of stations does not fluctuate strongly which has a 

positive effect when analysing the performance and representativeness of the resequencing 

heuristics over time. 
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Fig. 14. The number of stations and vehicles planned for a specific day.  

6.3 Distribution of Number of Utility Workers 

Using brute-force for smaller instances it was possible to record the objective function value 

for all solutions in the search space. The frequency of a specific objective value, for an 

instance with four unblocked vehicles and n=60 positions, is shown in Fig. 15. The search 

space consists of over 16 million different solutions and as seen in Fig. 15, the frequency of 

the solutions follows a Gaussian distribution. This was not only tested for several smaller 

instances but also for larger instances, where the complete search space was too time 

consuming to compute and instead random samples were drawn. All tests confirmed that the 

objective function values actually were normally distributed. The optima were on average 25 

% less than the means corresponding to on average five standard deviations. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Day

Number of Vehicles

Number of Stations
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Fig. 15. The distribution of the number of utility workers for an instance with four unblocked vehicles and 

60 positions.  

6.4 Filter  

Before ever implementing a heuristic, it is important to remove any data that are redundant 

and thereby speeding up the computation time for any given implemented heuristic. 

For a station with all vehicles’ processing times falling short of the cycle time or for stations 

where all vehicles have the same processing time (even if the processing times is greater than 

the cycle time) the vehicles can be for those stations sequenced in any order without causing 

drift and thus those stations can be excluded from consideration. 

6.5 Evaluating the Worker’s Position 

For any alteration of the sequence the workers’ position has to be recalculated. This has to be 

done for all stations and the workers’ position is recalculated starting with the first vehicle in 

the sequence and after that successively calculating its way through the whole sequence. If on 

the other hand the last added vehicle did not cause any drift and thereby enabling the worker 

to walk back to the left station border and the next vehicle has a processing time less than the 

cycle time there is no need of calculating the worker’s position because we already know that 

he will be able to work himself back to the left station border for this vehicle as well. The 

worker’s position after processing the vehicle is simply set to zero. There are only two cases 

when we actually have to calculate the worker’s position; firstly if the next vehicle in-line has 

a processing time greater than the cycle time, secondly if the last vehicle has caused drift. 

Only calculating the worker’s position for those cases will greatly decrease the amount of 

time needed for evaluating a sequence, independent of the heuristic or algorithm used.  
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Given a set of unblocked vehicles and a sequence where they are to be reinserted it is possible 

to filter out those stations where no utility work occurred for the sequence without the 

unblocked vehicles and where none of the unblocked vehicles have a processing time greater 

than the cycle time.  

 

The simple transformation of moving a single vehicle from its current position to a new 

position (later employed by the greedy algorithm and brute force as well) can effectively be 

evaluated. This can be achieved by initially evaluating the sequence before inserting the 

unblocked vehicles and saving a boolean value for each station equaling true if for this station 

a utility worker was needed, and false if not. When a transformation of this type has to be 

evaluated the procedure outlined below can be used: 

 

FOR each station 

IF transformed vehicle v has a processing time in Station s < Cycle Time 

and Utility Work=false THEN 

do nothing; 

ELSE    

update Workers Position; 

IF( Workers Position>0) THEN 

Utility Work = true; 

ELSE  

Utility work = false; 

ENDIF 

ENDIF 

ENDFOR 

RETURN objective function value; 

 

If utility work has only occurred in let us say 20 out of 200 stations, and a vehicle only has a 

processing time greater than the cycle time in 3 out of 200 stations, the drift for at most 23 

stations has to be calculated instead of the original 200 stations. 
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7 Mixed-integer Linear Program Representation 
The mixed-integer linear program representation of the given resequencing problem is based 

on models presented by Boysen et al. (2009) and Gujjula and Günther (2009) and can in its 

most basic form be formulated as the following mathematical program: 

Sets 

 pI P ,...,1  The set of  already sequenced vehicles 

 rpI R ,...,1  The set of all unblocked vehicles 

RP III   The set of all vehicles 

 nS ,...,1  The set of Stations at the assembly line 
 rC ,...,1  The set of considered positions 

  

Parameters 

sip ,  The processing times of vehicle Ii in station Ss  

 
SsIi

si
pBig




,

,
max  Big value 

sl  The length of station Ss  

s
tt  The cycle time of station Ss  

sstartPos  The original worker position in station Ss   

Variables 

icx  Binary variable which is set to 1 if vehicle pIi is assigned the 

c-th position 

csw  Continuous variable which represents the worker’s position at 

station Ss after processing the vehicle at the c-th position  

cso  Continuous variable which represents the work overload at 

station  Ss  after processing the vehicle at the c-th position 

csu  Binary variable which represents the use of a utility worker at 

station  Ss  for processing the vehicle at the c-th position 

cst  Continuous variable which represents the actual time the worker 

spends on processing the vehicle at the c-th position at station  

Ss  
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 Cc Ss

csumin   (8) 

Subject to:   

1
Cc

ic
x  Ii  (9) 

1
Ii

icx  Cc  (10) 





RIi

icsicscs xptuBig ,  Cc , Ss  (11) 

0cst  Cc , Ss  (12) 

scscs
ttto   Cc , Ss  (13) 

sss
startPosow 

11
 Ss  (14) 

cssccs
oww 

 ,1
 Cc : 2c , Ss  (15) 

0csw  Cc , Ss  (16) 

scs lw   Cc , Ss  (17) 








Cc

ci
Cc

ic
xcxc 1    , iiwithIii p   (18) 

   

The objective function for the problem is to minimize the number of utility workers needed 

(8). Each position has to be filled by a single and unique vehicle only assigned to just this 

position (9, 10). The workload can either be assigned to a utility worker or the normal worker 

(11) and the work carried out by the worker cannot be less than zero (12). The overload is the 

amount of work that the worker cannot finish within the time of a cycle (13). The worker’s 

position after processing the first vehicle is calculated by adding the overload caused by the 

first vehicle processed to the start position, which is calculated based on the sequence of the 

last day (14). For the consecutive positions, the worker’s position is calculated as being 

difference between the position of the worker in the last cycle and utility work caused by the 

vehicle processed in the current cycle (15). The worker’s position has to be a positive number 

and be less than the length of the station (16, 17). The already sequenced vehicles have to 

preserve their precedence relations of the original sequence (18). 
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Outlook of Real-Time Implementation of MIP-model 

Gujjula and Günther (2009) give the following reasoning against using the model for real-

time problems:  

“Consider the case that ØOW  [corresponds to ØPI ] the problem now corresponds to 

regular mixed-model sequencing of vehicles (vehicles) from NW ( RI ). As mixed-model 

sequencing has proven to be NP-hard in the strong sense even for a single station and as 

mixed-model sequencing is reducible without transformation of data to rescheduling of 

blocked vehicles, it follows that this problem is NP-hard in the strong sense as well.” 

Nevertheless they implement a MIP-model in order to use as a benchmark for their proposed 

local search heuristic. This model implemented in ILOG CPLEX could only for scenarios 

with less than 5 unblocked vehicles, find optimal solutions within 6 hours (Gujjula and 

Günther, 2009). 
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8 Simple Tabu Search Heuristic 
In order to gain important insight on how to correctly implement a TS-heuristic, a simple 

version is first created. 

8.1 Initial Solutions 

One important feature of this problem, shared with the sequencing problem is that feasible 

solutions are readily available (Boysen et al., 2009). There are no limitations as to where or in 

what order the vehicles may be resequenced as long as they don’t change the sequence of 

already planned vehicles. It is therefore unproblematic to find an initial solution as input to 

the heuristic, and thus it is possible to randomly find initial solutions with almost no 

computing effort. The problem lies in the objective function values of different random 

solutions differ strongly and as can be seen in chapter 6 follow a normal distribution. It was 

therefore decided that a greedy search algorithm, already described in chapter 5 should be 

implemented as it, for a low computing cost was seen to deliver good initial solutions.   

8.2 Stopping Criteria 

The simple TS stops when the computing time reaches 30 seconds. 

8.3 Objective Function 

The primary objective is to minimize critical utility work and the secondary is to minimize 

general utility work and the tertiary is to minimize total work overload (TWO). The first two 

parts of the objective function have already been explained but TWO needs some further 

explanation. It has been argued that when deciding between two different sequences, with the 

same number of critical utility work and total utility work, one should choose the one that 

causes the least accumulated total drift. It has been argued for the dynamic problem, that the 

stability of the sequence increases with decreasing TWO, i.e. although the number of utility 

workers is equal between two solutions, less TWO is preferable. Including TWO in the 

objective function also makes it possible to tell two solutions apart even though they both 

cause the same amount of critical and normal utility work. This also means that for a given 

problem there rarely exists more than one optimal solution. Let the evaluation of a solution d 

be defined as o(d). 
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8.4 Search Space  

The search space is defined as all possible solutions that can be reached through the insertions 

of the unblocked vehicles in a sequence of vehicles without breaking the precedence 

relationship of the vehicles from the original sequence.   

8.5 Neighbourhood N1 

The normal mode of the TS and consists of transformations of type 1: 

1. Move a vehicle vi currently assigned to position i to position i+j or i-j, where p

i
Iv   

and  2,1j   

The Neighbourhood N1 consists of solutions that can be reached performing transformation 1 

until reaching transformations between iv  and vehicles currently on position ]2,1[i . Let the 

neighbourhood of 
pIv  be defined as vN

1
 

8.6 Neighbourhood N2 

The neighbourhood N2 consists of all solutions that can be reached by performing the 

following transformation of type 2: 

Swap the two vehicles iv  and jv currently assigned position i and position j, ji  and 

where p

ji
Ivv ,   

Transformation of type 2 will guide the diversification phase of the TS, and will be applied 

when the intensification phase does not find a better solution within a certain number of 

iterations. The set of all possible swaps for the set of I
R
 unblocked vehicles is defined as

NSs . 

8.7 Intensification  

If a solution d in neighbourhood N1 proves to be better than the best solution so far the 

neighbourhood of current solution  dN
1  will be more thoroughly searched in an 

intensification phase, where the number of iterations without improvement is reset to zero and 

all possible positions are added to the neighbourhood, considering transformations of type 1 

between iv  and all other r-1 vehicles in the sequence.  

8.8 Tabu Lists 

To prevent cycling and also to force the TS to explore other not frequently visited regions of 

the search space, tabu lists for N1 was adopted. The most recent visited positions of p

i
Iv   
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were saved in the list, creating a separate list for each unblocked vehicle. Let the non-tabu 

neighbourhood of solution d can be defined as )(
~

1
dN v . 

8.9 Continuous Diversification 

Apart from using transformation of type 2, the simple TS employs a continuous 

diversification to broaden the exploration of the search space and to escape from local 

minima. Whenever the number of iterations without improving the overall objective function 

value is less than five, a random vehicle
pIv , with v not being the vehicle selected in the 

last iteration, is chosen and its non tabu neighbourhood 
vN1

~
 is explored through the use of 

transformation of type 1. Even if the objective function value of the best non tabu position 

found in the search is worse than the objective function value of the original position, the 

vehicle is forced to move to the new locally best position. Employing randomness and forcing 

the vehicle to move to a new non tabu position in each iteration are the two diversification 

mechanisms that will continuously help widen the exploration of the search space. 
 

8.10 Computational time of the worker’s position 

The transformation of type 1 has the property that it is in most cases computationally fast to 

evaluate the workers’ positions for p

ii
Ivv 

1
,  or p

ii
Ivv 

1
,  

IF 
1. Both vehicles have the same processing time at station s OR 
2. Both vehicles have processing times less than the cycle time at station s 

OR 
3. Both vehicles have processing times greater than the cycle time and no 

utility work exists at station s THEN 
       Do nothing; 

ELSE   
        Compute the worker's position for the whole sequence; 

ENDIF 
 

That leaves the two cases when the worker’s position still has to be calculated for the 

evaluation, of which the most frequent case is when one vehicle has a processing time greater 

than the cycle time and the other less than the cycle time.  The evaluation can sequentially be 

performed, first for 1i  and reusing this solutions to calculate 2i  thus saving considerable 

computation time.  
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8.11 Outline of Simple TS 

The simple TS is outlined below: 
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While number of iterations without improvement < 5 do 

For all NSs do 

For random 
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9 Dynamic Problem 
The dynamic problem or real-time problem presents a number of difficulties that make the 

transition from the static problem problematic. In the static problem, the effect of the 

unblocked vehicles is only locally evaluated. In the dynamic case, the unblocked vehicles can 

have a lingering effect, affecting the rest of the planning horizon. Further, as with many other 

problems, optimizing parts of a problem separately and joining those parts together again 

might prove to be suboptimal for the problem as a whole. This would imply for the 

resequencing problem that an algorithm returning optimal or near-optimal solutions for the 

static problem might not have as strong effect on the dynamic problem, even performing 

worse than using inferior algorithms as rule-based algorithms for an example, adopted solely 

for the dynamic problem. The use of the objective function is straightforward for the static 

problem but far harder to calibrate for the dynamic counterpart. This is due to the fact that the 

dynamic problem aims at delivering the best possible decision for the whole plan sequence 

and not just aims at finding a locally good solution to the problem that although locally 

promising might have a negative effect on the whole plan sequence. Unlike the static 

problem, the dynamic problem does not demand that all unblocked vehicles have to be 

resequenced as soon as they become unblocked. Instead it might prove better for some 

vehicles to wait for a later position making it necessary to decide which vehicles in a set of 

unblocked vehicles to reinsert in a certain time window, further increasing the complexity.  

 

Solvability of the dynamic problem 

According to the survey carried out by Boysen et al. (2012), there is limited research made on 

the dynamic resequencing problem considering short cycle times between 60-90 s. The 

research that has been published focuses on rule-based online decisions given the short 

reaction times. Most other research focuses on the static problem although the real-time 

problem cannot always be translated into a static problem. Boysen et al. (2012) acknowledges 

this fact and states:   

“As resequencing is a dynamic problem by nature, applying static resequencing approaches 

in the real-world can only be justified in a rolling planning horizon. However, existing 

research mainly presents some static resequencing approaches without customizing and 

testing them for their repeated application in a moving time window. Especially, answering 

the questions of how to separate the steady stream of vehicles into separate static problem 

instances and how many vehicles to be irrevocably release into a successive production 

department would be helpful for implementing real-world decision support.” 
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9.1 Transformation to the Dynamic Problem 

A simplified approach was adopted in order to illustrate the effects of transforming the static 

problem into a dynamic problem. This simple approach involves dividing a larger group of 

unblocked vehicles into smaller groups and resequencing those separately. The groups are 

formed by sorting the unblocked vehicles by due date and adding the first k vehicles to group 

1 and the next k into group 2 and so on. The tested instances consisted of ten, fifteen, 20 and 

30 vehicles, where the ten vehicles were divided into two groups of five vehicles, the fifteen 

vehicles into three groups of five, the 20 vehicles were divided into two groups of ten and the 

30 vehicles into three groups of ten vehicles each (see Fig. 16).  

 

Fig. 16. The difference in performance between dividing the problem into groups (TS divided) or 

considering the unblocked vehicles as one group (TS). 

 

The total available computing time of 30 seconds was divided equally between all groups.  

For instances with ten vehicles the effect of dividing it into groups was 0.5 % worse than 

resequencing all at once. For 15 unblocked vehicles the percentage difference was 0.5 % 

positive and for 20 unblocked vehicles, the effect was on average 2.3 % positive and on 

average 3.5 % positive for the instances with 30 vehicles. This illustrates a major difficulty 

typical of the dynamic problem that even though more information
1
 is at hand for the 

instances that were not divided this had not a beneficial effect on the outcome. The results 

presented in Fig. 17 can furthermore be used for the dynamic problem as an upper bound on 

how many vehicles at most that at one point should be inserted.  

                                                 
1
 As the undivided instances enable transformations between all unblocked vehicles this leads to a larger search 

space than for the divided instances thus more information. 
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9.2 Rule-based Approach 

To enable a separation of the dynamic resequencing problem into separate static problems (all 

static problems solved by the TS heuristic) a rule-based algorithm is proposed using rules 

based on the so called “average fit value” to wisely select those vehicles that should be 

inserted at one point in time. The average fit value is calculated as the average amount of 

utility work caused by a vehicle after inserting it on every of the next 500 positions from 

where the vehicle originally was planned. Preliminary tests showed that for the static problem, 

given a number of vehicles ready for resequencing and a fixed number of those vehicles that 

has to be picked for resequencing in an interval of 60 cycles, picking the fixed number of 

vehicles with the smallest average fit, frequently resulted in picking the combination of 

vehicles, which caused after resequencing the least number of utility worker. It was argued 

that the average fit value moreover should be a high-quality indicator for the dynamic 

problem. 

 

The results were subsequently implemented on the dynamic problem, calculating the average 

fit for the next 500 positions instead of 60. Fig. 17 shows the distribution of the amount of 

utility work caused by a given vehicle after insertion on the following 500 positions. The 

distribution has the characteristic normal distribution bell shape, albeit skewed. It was shown 

that the skewness in fact was with a significance level of five percent significant (Skewness of 

7.1). Based on experience the skewness was not considered severe enough to invalidate 

statistical methods that assume a Gaussian distribution.  
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Fig. 17. The distribution of a vehicle after it was inserted on every of the next 500 positions, with the best 

normal distribution fit. 

 

Fig. 18 shows how the number of utility work changes for a given vehicle after insertion on 

each of the next 500 positions. It can clearly be seen that the average fit (green line) is not 

strong enough to be used as a rule of deciding whether or not a given vehicle should be 

inserted in the following time window of 20 or 60 positions. Using the average fit value, the 

rule would independent of time window, always find at least one position causing less or 

equal amount of utility work than the average fit value hence ruling for insertion too easily. 

But there exists, as can be seen in Fig. 18, significantly better positions than the average fit 

value, spread out over the next 500 positions (the positions under the red line). It was argued 

that waiting for one of the best two percent positions, seemingly well scattered over the 500 

position would be a better rule. Removing two standard deviations from the average fit value 

would leave us with the approximately two percent best solutions based on the assumption of 

Gaussian distribution. Even if the distribution would not have been Gaussian, using the 

standard deviation is still useful as a way of accounting for a strong vehicle dependent 

fluctuation, demonstrated in the data in Fig. 13. A constant value would not capture this 

vehicle specific fluctuation.  
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Fig. 18. The number of utility worker caused by inserting a vehicle on each of the next 500 positions. The 

average fit value is marked with green and the average fit value – two standard deviations is marked in 

red.  

9.3 Lower Bound Estimate for the Dynamic Problem 

It is assumed that the mixed-model sequencing heuristic already implemented as a part of the 

project delivers lower bound estimates for the resequencing heuristic, not in a theoretical 

sense but in a practical. The sequencing heuristic, not under the same time pressure as the 

resequencing heuristic, can use several hours to calculate a sequence. It can be argued that this 

sequence cannot as a whole be improved by using a resequencing heuristic, running in 

seconds and only on parts of the sequence. It is further assumed that the resequencing 

heuristic can at best restore an undistorted solution from the sequencing but not to improve it 

(only locally). If the resequencing heuristic was able to improve the original sequence without 

distortion (which has not yet empirically been seen), this would be a strong indication of that 

the sequencing heuristic is not doing its job properly and needs to be improved. Furthermore, 

if a distorted sequence with the unblocked vehicles reinserted was to be sequenced all over 

again, not subjugated to maintaining the precedence constraints (see equation (18)), a 

relaxation of the resequencing problem is obtained, which optimal solution is a lower bound 

to the resequencing problem. Although no optimal solution can be calculated it is still argued 

that the sequencing of all vehicles including the unblocked vehicles delivers a practical lower 

bound estimate to the resequencing problem. This argumentation will be used to obtain lower 

bound estimates for the two types of scenarios considered for the dynamic problem, and will 
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in brief be described in the following sections together with a description of the two blocking 

scenarios  

9.3.1 Random Blocking of Vehicles 

The first scenario is based on random blocking of vehicles. At random positions, groups of a 

fixed number of vehicles are being blocked (see Fig. 19). The total sum of all blocked 

vehicles equals to a fixed percentage of the total number of vehicles in that sequence, i.e. 

10%, 20%.  For this scenario, the original solution is proposed as a lower bound estimate to 

the resequencing solutions.  

 
Fig. 19. An example of how vehicles at one point in time become blocked, later unblocked when the 

problem that caused the blocking is solved and consequently resequenced. 

9.3.2 Blocking of Codes 

The second scenario involves the blocking of codes. A code may consist of all vehicles with a 

certain paint job or all vehicles with certain country specific export features. At a specific 

point in time, all vehicles not yet processed and possessing this code are blocked and they 

remain so for a fixed number of cycles (see Fig. 20). All vehicles have a due date, implicating 

the latest point in time, when the vehicles have to enter the assembly. By removing all 

vehicles on the interval between the first cycle when the unblocked vehicles are available for 

insertion and the latest due date of any of the unblocked vehicles, and sequencing those 

vehicles once more, a practical lower bound estimate for the scenario blocking of codes is 

obtained through the relaxation of the presidency constraints. 

 

Fig. 20. An example of how vehicles with the code Russia become blocked and later unblocked. 
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10 Calibration of Simple TS 
Three main parameters have to be calibrated: 

 Length of the tabu lists associated with transformation of type 1 and 2 

 Number of iterations without improvement 

 Size of neighbourhood N1 

To perform the calibrations, test instances were created. One single parameter at the time was 

tested, testing a range of values for this parameter and keeping the other parameters fixed at 

reasonable values. The data set used for the calibration differs from the data sets later used for 

validation.  

10.1 Size of Neighbourhood N1 

It was noticed as demonstrated in Fig. 21 that the TS finds in just less than 500 iterations the 

local optimum. It can also been seen that is also clear that the objective value fluctuates 

strongly between the iterations.  

 
Fig. 21. Test with ten resequenced vehicles and simple TS as described in chapter 8. 
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It was argued that when the TS seems to find a local optimum in less than a fourth of the total 

available computing time, perhaps an expanded neighbourhood including all positions might 

be promising to test. An expanded neighbourhood means decreased total number of iterations 

but as the transformation of type 1 is inexpensive to compute this should not constitute a 

major impediment and hopefully instead increase the overall solution quality. Fig. 22 shows 

the results from an instance with an expanded N1. It can clearly be seen that new 

neighbourhood causes smaller variance and at the same time also is able to find a better 

overall local optimum solution with one less utility worker than previous configuration. It was 

decided to incorporate the expanded N1. 

 

Fig. 22. A test with ten resequenced vehicles and local search extended to considering all possible positions 

in each iteration. 
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10.2  Length of Tabu List for N1 

In order to determine the best length of the tabu list for N1, tests were undertaken. The tests 

consisted of multiple instances, where the length of the list was varied. The results from the 

instances with ten and six unblocked vehicles are presented in Fig. 23. Fig. 23 shows that with 

increasing list length the utility work also increases. This is assumed to be caused by the fact 

that with increasing length of the tabu list, the number of possible neighbors in N1 decreases. 

Instances with ten unblocked and six vehicles had an optimal list length of zero. For the latter 

number of unblocked vehicles the number of utility workers needed was not affected by the 

length of the tabu list but it affected instead the second part of the objective function, namely 

the TWO. In addition to the test with six and ten unblocked vehicles tests were performed for 

smaller instances with either two or three unblocked vehicles. The results from the tests are 

displayed in Fig. 24 and 25. The Figures present the averaged results from all scenarios with 

20 and 60 positions. Both figures clearly show that for smaller instances, it is apparent that a 

tabu list is necessary and that any list length of less than or equal 20 is better than not having a 

tabu list at all. 

 
Fig. 23. The averaged utility work and TWO for test instances with 10 and 6 unblocked vehicles, and with 

varying tabu list length and 20 positions.  
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Fig. 24. The averaged results from test instances with 20 or 60 positions and two unblocked vehicles. 

 

The test results with three unblocked vehicles, displayed in Fig.25 points at a list length of six 

as optimal. As for the instances with two vehicles (see Fig. 24), all list lengths greater than 

four results in the same amount of average utility work, but after taking the amount of average 

TWO into account, a list length of six or seven slightly outperform the other tested list 

lengths.  

 

 
Fig. 25. The averaged results from test instances with 20 and 60 positions and three unblocked vehicles.  
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For four unblocked vehicles (see Fig. 26) no real improvement can be seen for short lengths 

of the tabu list. As the list length increases so do the magnitude of the negative effects as well. 

It is therefore argued that tabu lists should only be implemented for instances with either two 

or three unblocked vehicles and for larger instances containing more unblocked vehicles, no 

tabu lists are needed at all and in fact have a negative effect on the objective value.  

 
Fig. 26. The averaged result from test instances with 20 and 60 positions and four unblocked vehicles. 

 

10.3  Number of Iterations without Improvement 

In order to calibrate the number of iterations without improvement, instances with ten blocked 

vehicles and instances with six unblocked vehicles, each of which consisted of 20 samples 

were carried out. The results can be seen in table 3. Varying the number of iterations without 

improvement does not exert a strong influence on the results, although not employing a 

diversification phase at all, indicated by   seems to be significantly worse than the best result 

achieved with 5 iterations. The number of iterations without improvement was thereby fixed 

to 5 iterations without improvement. 

Number of iterations  
without improvement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

Average number of 
utiliitly workers 98,0% 98,5% 98,0% 98,2% 97,7% 98,8% 98,4% 100,00% 

Table 3.The averaged number of utility workers relative to the results of .  
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11 Validation and Benchmarking 
To validate and benchmark the simple TS, two test scenarios were created. Both scenarios try 

to reflect actual blocking scenarios from the assembly. Scenario 1 tries to reproduce a 

blocking scenario where e.g. blocked vehicles from the previous day are unblocked first 

during the next day. It is assumed that between the blocking and the unblocking of those 

vehicles no further perturbation occurred. This means that the sequence, in which the 

unblocked vehicles are to be reinserted, is unaffected by the blockings from the previous day. 

Hence the vehicles are inserted in an almost “perfect” sequence. Scenario 2 describes a case 

where new blockings have occurred in the intermediate time and thus the vehicles are inserted 

in an “imperfect sequence”. These tests were based on another set of data, taken from another 

assembly line than the data used for the actual calibration.  

 

Scenario 1: Drift optimized sequence with no previous blocked vehicles 

The first position of the sequence, in which the unblocked vehicles can be inserted is chosen 

randomly from all positions less than 260 (280 with Length of Interval =60) positions from 

the last vehicle scheduled for that day. 

1. Number of positions (in cycles): 20, 60 

2. Running time (in seconds): 30 

3. Number of unblocked vehicles to resequence: 2,3,5,8,10 

The unblocked vehicles are chosen randomly from the last 200 scheduled vehicles for the 

current day. 

Test heuristics: 

 SA (a simulated annealing heuristic, will be used as benchmark) 

 TS ( Number of local searches = 3,5, length of tabu list=0,6) 

 Greedy heuristic 

Compare with brute-force for test instances with number of unblocked vehicles <6. 

 

Scenario 2: Resequencing of Vehicles in a drift optimized Sequence with some vehicles 

already blocked. 

The first position of the sequence, from which the unblocked vehicles are resequenced, is 

chosen randomly from all cycles less than 280 cycles from the last vehicle scheduled for that 

specific day. 

1. Number of previous blocked vehicles: 20 % 

2. Number of positions (cycles): 20, 60 

3. Running time (in seconds): 30 
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4. Number of unblocked vehicles to resequence: 2,3,5,8,10 

The unblocked vehicles are chosen randomly from the last 200 scheduled vehicles of the 

current day. 

 

Test heuristics: 

 SA (a simulated annealing heuristic, will be used as benchmark) 

 TS ( Number of local searches = 0,6) 

 Greedy heuristic 

Compare with brute-force for test instances with number of unblocked vehicles <5. 

11.1 Optimal Solution 

When testing the performance of the implemented heuristics the results are not just compared 

to each other but also compared to the optimal solution.  For smaller instances with up to five 

unblocked vehicles, the optimal solution can be obtained by using the already mentioned fact 

that the problem is separable for a given sequence and using a brute-force algorithm. It is thus 

possible to attain the optimal solution for these instances. For smaller instances it is even 

possible to solve the problem to optimality in real-time. For larger instances with more than 

five unblocked vehicles lower bounds has to be estimated that can make it possible to measure 

the performances of the heuristics. 

11.2  Lower bound estimate for Scenario 1 

For the scenario 1, which is analogue to the blocking of a code, the same lower bound 

estimate has been used as for the dynamic problem. The result for twelve instances with four, 

eight and ten blocked vehicles respectively and 60 cycles are shown in Fig. 27. For the three 

instances with four blocked vehicles, the gap shown in the graph corresponds to the actual gap 

between the lower bound estimate and the optimal solution since the simple TS found the 

optimal solutions for these instances (proven through the brute-force algorithm). The gap 

from optimum varies between approximately 20 % and 14 %. This is an indication that the 

lower bound estimate can be assumed to be a lower bound estimate not only to the static 

problem but also the analogue dynamic problem, delivering solutions better than the optimal 

solutions. Also shown in the figure is the gap between the lower bound estimate and the initial 

solution obtained from the greedy algorithm. For the first three instances with four blocked 

vehicles, the TS creates a complete gap reduction between the initial solution and optimum.  

For the remaining six, the gap reduction induced by the TS is at least on average 21 %. 
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Fig. 27. The difference between the lower bound estimate and the TS/Greedy. 

11.3  Final local search in TS  

With increasing number of unblocked vehicles the complexity of the resequencing problem 

approaches the complexity of the sequencing problem. Given the limited computing time, 

finding an optimal solution for larger instances is not possible. It is thus likely that finding a 

local minimum becomes more important as the size of the problem increases. In accordance to 

this observation a local search is added to the TS that uses the last seconds of the computing 

time to guarantee that the TS terminates in a local minimum for the best solution delivered by 

the TS. To test the performance of this last local search (as a part of the TS), all test instances 

from Scenario 1 with 60 cycles, was repeated. It was assumed that the time needed for the 

local search was negligible (this does not hold as the number of vehicles increases further). 

The results in table 4 clearly emphasize the need of implementing a local search as a part of 

the TS and thereby finding a local optimum which for instances with eight or ten vehicles 

leads to significant better results.   

Number of Resequenced Vehicles 2 3 4 8 10 

Gap in % from TS 0.00 0.00 -0.04 -0.95 -1.60 

Table 4. The objective function gap between TS and TS with incorporated local search, for instances with 

60 positions. 
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 The final TS with the incorporated local search is outlined below: 

 

11.4  Robustness 

Recollecting formula (1), the two variables that define the size of the search space are the 

number of unblocked vehicles m, and the number of positions n. It can be shown (equation 

12) that the search space increases exponentially with increasing m, given that n remains 

constant, and that the search space increases polynomial with increasing n, given that m 

remains constant.  
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To test the robustness, an instance with four vehicles was used, using the number of positions 

n as independent variable. An instance with four unblocked vehicles was chosen since it was 

possible by means of multithreading to calculate the optimal solutions for some values bigger 

values of n. As can be seen in Fig. 28 and in compliance with formula (12), increasing 

number of positions does only have a modest impact on the performance of the TS, finding 

optimal solutions even for instances with over 120 positions, twice the number of positions 

earlier used for testing.  
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Fig. 28. The performance of the TS with increasing number of positions. 

 

When instead m is set as the independent variable, it is no longer possible to find an optimal 

solution due to exponentially growing solution space. Instead the difference in results from 

the TS without and with a last local search is compared (see Fig. 29). A clear trend can be 

seen in Fig. 29, that is, the impact of finding a local optimum increases with increasing 

number of unblocked vehicles.  

 
Fig. 29.The performance of the TS with increasing number of unblocked vehicles. 

11.5  Initial Solution 

An experiment was conducted in order to test the importance of starting with a good initial 

solution. The experiment reused half of the same test instances from the drift optimized 

sequence with no previous blocked vehicles scenario with the length of interval set to 20 

cycles. The test consisted of randomly choosing start positions of the unblocked vehicles, and 

using this sequence as the initial solution for the TS. For each instance 20 samples were 
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initially drawn and for each instance the correlation between the objective value of the initial 

solution and the objective value of the best solution from the TS was calculated using 

Pearson's product-moment coefficient and testing the significance using a two-tailed test with 

a significance level of 0.05. For instances with less than eight unblocked vehicles, the 

correlation was in many cases zero, due to the fact that for those instances the TS did not 

generate any variance (finding optimal solutions for most instances) and would thus remain 

zero independent of sample size. For the instances with eight or ten unblocked vehicles, the 

TS generated some variance and an additional 80 samples were drawn and the tests of 

significance were repeated. The results are presented in table 5, with no correlation proven to 

be significantly different than zero. Fig. 30, which shows the sample distribution for an 

instance with eight unblocked vehicles, clearly illustrates this conclusion.    

 

Table 5. The correlations with corresponding significance level greatly  

exceeding 0.05 for all instances indicating that it cannot be rejected that the actual correlation is zero. 

 

 

Fig. 30. The sample distribution of an instance with eight unblocked vehicles and with an added regression 

line with corresponding equation. 
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Greedy versus Random Initial Solution 

in Fig. 31 we compare the results of tests of the effect of a good initial solution provided with 

the greedy algorithm against an initial solution generated randomly. For smaller instances 

with two or three unblocked vehicles the effect in number of utility worker is insignificant. 

Even for the larger instances the effect is small although the greedy algorithm for all instances 

on average outperforms the randomly generated solution and for instances with 10 unblocked 

vehicles the mean difference reached 1.5 %.  

 
Fig. 31. The test results from instances with the greedy algorithm as initial solution compared to instances 

where the initial solution was generated randomly. 
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12 Results and Discussion 
The aim of this chapter is to present the results and to discuss the significance and 

interpretation of these results.  

 

Tabus 

The use of recency memory for the simple TS was seen to be necessary for smaller instances 

consisting of less than four unblocked vehicles. For these instances it was observed that the 

TS without recency memory at times experienced problem to escape from the local minima. 

This is caused by cycling, as a vehicle will be chosen for the intensification phase too often. 

On average every second or third iteration depending on whether the number of unblocked 

vehicles is two or three, causing the TS to jump between local minima and be unable to 

escape from them. Results from instances with more than three unblocked vehicles indicated 

that saving the last x positions for vehicle v and making them tabu lead to worse solutions. 

This is mostly caused by forbidding insertion of vehicles at previously visited positions 

although other vehicles have changed their positions in between, creating new solutions that 

alone would not cause cycling. These results correspond to what was noted by Gendreau 

(2011, p.44) that the tabus might sometimes be too restrictive. For these instances the 

neighborhood is large enough for the continuous diversification employed by the TS to avoid 

cycling. 

After testing, the length of the list was set to six for those scenarios with two or three 

unblocked vehicles.  

 

Classification of Heuristic 

A relevant question is if the proposed heuristic is to be considered a TS. It integrates 

intensification and diversification phases, tabu lists for all small instances and because the 

same vehicle cannot be selected in two consecutive iterations, it also uses a tabu list with a 

length of one for all remaining number of unblocked vehicles. It also allows non-improving 

moves to escape from local minima. It is therefore argued that it can be classified as TS 

heuristic.   

 

Robustness 

The original problem was first limited to 20 positions but for the dynamic problem it was 

observed that other interval lengths might also be interesting and the testing was therefore 

expanded to including 60 positions as well. It was also proven that the search space 

demonstrate a polynomial growth with increasing number of positions, making the problem in 
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some extent robust against increasing the time window. On the other hand an increasing 

number of unblocked vehicles increases the search space exponentially making the TS 

sensitive towards high numbers of unblocked vehicles with less than 15 preferable as limit on 

how many vehicles that should be inserted at once at any point in time. Finding a local 

optimal solution also proved to be important with increasing number of unblocked vehicles as 

the TS itself does not have the time to find better solutions. 

 

Lower Bound 

Two lower bound estimates were proposed for the two types of blocking scenarios considered 

for the dynamic problem, the second of which, for the blocking of codes scenario, was also 

relevant for the static problem. For instances with 4, 8 and 10 blocked vehicles, the gap 

between the lower bound estimates and the TS was on average 20 %.    

 

Initial Solution 

The mean difference between the best solutions from the TS with initial solutions generated 

by the greedy algorithm and the best solutions with random initial solutions were less than 

one percent. The reason behind this result is that the TS manages to arrange the sequence 

better than and in some extent independent of the initial solution within just a small number of 

iterations (the number of iterations increasing with number of unblocked vehicles). The TS 

heuristic is therefore seen not to be strongly dependent on a good initial solution. Despite this 

fact it was seen that a good initial solution on average outperforms a random initial solution 

for this specific problem.  

 

Data 

Two data sets were used, one during the calibration of the heuristic and another set of data 

during the validation. The data were taken from two different assembly lines, producing 

different models. For the first data set, the station filter, filtering out all stations where no 

utility work is possible or where all the vehicles have the same processing time, proved to be 

useful eliminating a substantial part of the stations. For the other set of data, only a smaller 

part of the stations were possible to filter out. The difference in number of remaining stations 

was almost 50 % between the two data sets. Since the original calibration took place on the 

smaller data set, evaluating the objective value for a certain solution was considerable faster 

than for the set used for the validation, almost 50 %. The validation was performed on a data 

set, involving 50 % more stations than in the calibration, meaning that the heuristic should not 
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experience any problem with data sets from other assembly lines, since the validation set is 

taken from one of the most complex assembly lines in respect of number of possible model 

configurations. 

 

Results from the Validation 

The results from the two test scenarios 1 and 2 are reported below in the tables 6-9, where TS 

stands for the TS with five iterations without improvement and TS+ corresponds to the TS 

with implemented tabu lists for the small instances.  

 

Unblocked vehicles TS TS+ SA Greedy 

2 Gap in % from Opt 0.4 0.0 0.0 2.3 

3 Gap in % from Opt 1.2 0.0 1.2 8.8 

5 Gap in % from Opt 1.3  6.2 15.1 

8 Gap in % from TS 0.0  13.2 13.4 

10 Gap in % from TS 0.0  12.5 12.6 
Table 6. Results from a drift optimized Sequence with no previous blocked vehicles and 20 positions 

 

Unblocked vehicles TS TS+ SA Greedy 

2 Gap in % from Opt 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.9 

3 Gap in % from Opt 0.3 0.0 1.1 4.0 

4 Gap in % from Opt 0.2  2.7 5.0 

8 Gap in % from TS 0.0  5.6 5.7 

10 Gap in % from TS 0.0  8.4 8.4 
Table 7. Results from a drift optimized Sequence with no previous blocked vehicles and 60 positions 

 

Unblocked vehicles TS TS+ SA Greedy 

2 Gap in % from Opt 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 

3 Gap in % from Opt 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 

5 Gap in % from Opt 0.1  5.5 10.3 

8 Gap in % from TS 0.0  16.8 19.3 

10 Gap in % from TS 0.0  14.1 14.2 
Table 8. Results from a drift optimized Sequence with four vehicles already 

blocked and 20 positions. 

 

Unblocked vehicles TS TS+ SA Greedy 

2 Gap in % from Opt 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 

3 Gap in % from Opt 0.2 0.0 0.7 2.3 

4 Gap in % from Opt 0.1  3.0 3.3 

8 Gap in % from TS 0.0  5.4 5.4 

10 Gap in % from TS 0.0  7.1 7.1 
Table 9. Results from a drift optimized Sequence with 12 vehicles already 

blocked and 60 positions 
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SA and Greedy stands for the simulated annealing heuristic and greedy algorithm respectively 

that have already been developed within this project. They will constitute the benchmark 

heuristics for the TS.  

 

Smaller Instances  

Instances with two or three unblocked vehicles independent of number of positions and 

scenario are hereby defined as the small instances. For these instances both the greedy 

algorithm and especially the SA performed relatively well, the SA was for no test scenario 

worse than 1.7 % and for the greedy algorithm no worse than 8.8 % from optimum. The TS 

without tabu lists was due to cycling not always able to find the optimal solution. This caused 

the TS to perform worse than the SA for two instances. The TS+, meaning the TS with a tabu 

list of six for instances with two or three unblocked vehicles found on the other hand the 

optimal solution for all small test instances. 

 

Larger Instances 

For the larger instances, corresponding to the remaining test instances, it was only possible to 

calculate the optimal solution for instances with four or five unblocked vehicles. For larger 

instances the brute-force would have taken at least several days to compute and these 

calculations were therefore never performed. It is first with these instances that the potential 

of the TS clearly can be noticed. For instances with four or five unblocked vehicles the TS 

outperforms the SA on average by more than 4 %. It was seen that the effect would have been 

even greater if the local search algorithm also was considered. For the largest instances 

consisting of instances of eight and ten vehicles the SA was hardly ever able to find any better 

solutions than the greedy algorithm. The probable reason why instances with 20 positions on 

average in percentage terms perform better than those with 60 positions, is that the latter 

instances considers a larger sequence, causing more work overload even without resequencing 

any unblocked vehicles. This in turn makes the effect of the TS smaller for instances with 60 

positions compared to instances with 20 positions. 

 

Local Optimum 

The above presented results of the TS for the larger instances are in fact even more significant 

when forcing the TS to end its search in a local optimum. The improvement over the TS 

without the local search reaches as high as 1.6 % for instances with ten unblocked vehicles.  
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Dynamic Problem 

The simple TS with the local search scheme was implemented for the dynamic problem. The 

measured improvement was small but significant compared to results with just implementing 

the greedy algorithm. It has been seen that the decisive improvement comes from going away 

from a rule-based algorithm making use of a small proportion of all available information and 

instead implementing an algorithm that looks at the future effects of a decision made in the 

current cycle. That no more can be achieved by finding near-optimal solutions to the static 

problem illustrates a common difficulty shared with other optimization problems, that is, the 

optimal solutions to the subproblems contradict each other and are suboptimal to the main 

problem.  
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13 Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a heuristic solution for the static resequencing 

problem as a part of an ongoing research project at Daimler AG. For this purpose the tabu 

search heuristic was developed. To enhance the performance of the heuristic for larger 

instances, a local search scheme was integrated in the tabu search, guaranteeing that the best 

solution found by the tabu search, at least is a local optimum.  

 

Results from test Scenarios 1 and 2, clearly demonstrate the potential of the tabu search as the 

tabu search outperforms the benchmark heuristics, the simulated annealing heuristic and the 

greedy algorithm for all test instances. It was shown that the proposed tabu search has a 

practical upper capacity limit, when the combination of a too large search space and 

insufficient computing time makes the tabu search ineffective.  

 

The tabu search was integrated into the solution algorithm to the dynamic real-time problem. 

Results from tests completed as a part of the ongoing research project (but outside of the 

scope of this master’s thesis) proved that integrating the tabu search heuristic had minor 

impact on the overall results of the dynamic problem. It was therefore decided that there was 

no need of evaluating the economic benefits of implementing the tabu search for the dynamic 

problem. For the static problem an economical evaluation is of no interest, since the effects 

are not easily translated to the real-time problem and are therefore of minor significance. 

 

The main purpose of this thesis was to implement a heuristic for the static car resequencing 

problem capable of handling realistic problem sizes. This was achieved and the proposed tabu 

search heuristic furthermore outperformed all benchmarking heuristics and proved for many 

instances to find the optimal solutions in less than 30 seconds. To the best of the author’s 

knowledge no paper describing a heuristic capable of handling realistic problem sizes in real-

time has yet been published. Therefore our proposed heuristic can hopefully contribute to an 

increased understanding of the real-time resequencing problem in the automotive industry.  
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